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Within the context of its unique historic circumstances, Deuteronomy underscores Torah reading as
an instruction process. This study identifies and treats that sequence of instruction activity. The
pattern resurfaces in Ezra’s personal study, practice, and teaching of the Torah (Ezr 7:10). Ezra
illustrates the pattern when he reads the Torah publicly to God’s people (Neh 8:1-8).

Introduction
Scripture manifests its authority and sufficiency when God’s people hear it read and their
hearts are changed.1 Because instruction ministry is spiritual in nature, it aims at the heart (lŸ∫),
man’s thinking, feeling, and willing functions.2 Biblical teaching and preaching based on reading
Scripture likewise mature believers by summoning them to this heart-centered spiritual process.
Deuteronomy reveals an instruction imprint that matures believers, even prepares them to teach.3
This study sets forth an instruction framework based on Deuteronomy by answering three
questions: (1) What is the instruction pattern found in Deuteronomy? (2) What are some ways
Scripture expands on and reapplies the Deuteronomy pattern? and (3) What can we do to realign
our training with the Deuteronomy pattern?
What Is the Pattern of Instruction Found in Deuteronomy?
Deuteronomy focuses on distinct but related activities that make up a spiritual growth
process.4 The Deuteronomy pattern of sequential activity pattern is gather, read, hear, learn, fear,
worship, obey, and teach. For this study’s purpose, the pattern is premised on the three-fold
notion that God is our Teacher, His Torah or Scripture is our instruction, and reading is our
method.
God is Our Teacher
The first mention of teaching comes in Exodus where we read that God teaches Moses
(Ex 4:12).5 Exodus, although not revealing the entire pattern found in Deuteronomy, tells us that
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God will instruct. Deuteronomy expands on this theme when God says, “Assemble the people to
Me” (Dt 4:10) in preparation for the reading of the Torah, His instruction.6 David says, “Behold,
you delight in truth in the inward being and you teach me wisdom in the secret heart” (Ps 51:6).
In response, the instructed king facilitates God’s instruction:7 “Then I will teach transgressors
your ways and sinners will return to you” (Ps 51:13). Heavenly instruction calls God’s child back
to a deeply spiritual standard: “the sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; A broken and contrite
heart (lŸ∫), O God, you will not despise” (Ps 51:17).8 Warning about the imperfections of earthly
instructors, Jesus says, “One [God] is your Teacher” (Mt 23:8).9 In the context of loving one
another, Paul says, “You yourselves are taught by God” (1 Thes 4:9).10
Scripture Is Our Instruction, and Reading Is Our Method
In Deuteronomy, Moses addresses a problem: “after a new beginning in 5:1, Moses
relates the events on Sinai, especially how Israel was unable to listen to the voice of Yahweh and
how Moses received the revelation of Yahweh’s will instead.”11 God’s response to this problem
is to prescribe an instruction pattern, a recurring thematic argument rooted in sequential
activities.12 It is an implicit training theology, a template based on Scripture reading as
instruction.13 What is more, it is a sacred sequence of activities, a list14 that is oriented toward
spiritual growth.15 In short, it is a framework for training God’s people, a reapplication of the
Exodus instruction.16 We turn to these activities for a brief overview of each.
Assemble to God. Gathering to hear the Word of God reflects spiritual commitment, a
desire to hear the voice of God and to worship Him only.17 But crucially, people gather to God
Himself: “gather the people to me” (4:10) is a theme echoed near the book’s end: “When all
Israel is come to appear before the Lord” (31:11).18 The group included “men women and
children.”19 Years later, God’s people come to Ezra and ask him to read the Torah to them (Neh
8:1-2).20 Those who gather do so because they desire to hear the voice of God through the
Torah.21
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Read. Reading Scripture, as did Moses, is interpretation.22 In fact, “The Law had no more
been given than it was read to Israel, by Moses,”23 for it applied to their circumstances. We learn
from this event that reading Scripture publicly leads to worship.24 It calls for a response.25 The
people said, “All that the LORD hath said will we do, and be obedient” (Ex 24:7).26 The reading
guides Israel in new situations as they occupy the land God had given them.27 As leaders of the
people, king and priest read the Torah for their personal growth and worship.28 They must have a
copy of the Law with them and read it all the days of their lives.29 Although public reading and
private study are both expositional in nature,30 public reading is a different but related spiritual
exercise, as we will witness in Ezra’s priestly service.31
Hear. As was stated, hearing is not just opening the ear-gate but desiring to receive God’s
message.32 Hearing begins in response to the voice of God.33 In his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus
speaks to the masses expecting that they will retain what they had heard read earlier. Jesus says,
“You have heard it said” (Mt 5: 21, 27, 33, 38 43). The people could respond to Jesus, ”We have
heard from the Law” (Jn 12:34).34 This familiarity came from gathering, hearing, and learning.35
Due to the close relationship between hearing and doing throughout Scripture, this study will
discuss other aspects of hearing under obey.36
Learn. Learning for growth is a spiritual process. When we forget that principle and rely
on strictly educational models of instruction we can expect educational outcomes.37 The
Deuteronomy pattern admonishes us to learn to fear God.38 This does not dismiss the role of
content for it is in learning about God, for example, the accounts of His mighty acts, that we
learn to fear God.39 Although exposition aids understanding, the content of learning is Scripture
read aloud in public.40 The Deuteronomy pattern of spiritual growth in which learning is at the
center follows:
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Fear. The theme of fearing God reoccurs throughout Deuteronomy.41 Although the word
“fear” in Scripture has a range of meanings, two form a crucial spiritual distinction. When Jonah
tells the sailors, “A Hebrew am I and YHWH, God of the Heavens I fear” (Jon 1:9), he identifies
who his god is, perhaps as compared to other Canaanite deities. This is little more than “religious
affiliation.”42 By contrast, Moses speaks of the fear that the Canaanite sailors manifest in the
same account. The sailors fear for their lives should they throw God’s prophet overboard to
drown. They live out their fear when they pray, sacrifice, and make vows. Jonah, the
selfproclaimed God-fearer, does none of these things while running from God. Jonah eventually
does all of these things as expressions of repentance with gratitude.
Worship. Although the theme of worship is prominent in Deuteronomy, the term is used
only five times. Three out of five refer to avoiding false gods.43 We might think of worship as
taking God and what He says seriously.44 A brief and clear definition of worship, easier to
remember than many long and detailed ones is “engaging with God.”45 Although worship has a
corporate expression, individuals should live in continuous worship through all circumstances of
life.
Obey. To obey is to do the will of another. In Deuteronomy the object is specific; to obey
the commandments is to obey God’s voice. This takes us to the heart of the matter. In order to
obey the very voice of God, we must respond to reading and hearing His revealed commands.46
This is what the imagery of Christ’s slave means. Although being a slave teaches us that we
should be humble, the greater focus is submitting our wills to His because we belong to Him.47
Obey is often a generic term for more specific instructions. For example, God’s people should
obey in swearing by His name, not another god’s name.48 Crucially, the Deuteronomy sequence
separates the command to obey from the command to hear by the activities of learn, fear, and
worship. Although hearing and doing are directly connected in other Bible passages, we might be
well to consider the Deuteronomy pattern, which calls for engaging with God after hearing and
before attempting to obey.49
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Teach. Teaching is a prominent theme in Deuteronomy.50 In some OT passages,
instruction is described as a ‘mission’ (mëlå’kåh).51 From an early period, priests were sent out
on teaching missions to remote areas in order to instruct the people in God’s Law (Dt 24:8).52
The following diagram illustrates how each new generation of teachers entrusts the heavenly
treasure to the next from the crucial perspective of personal growth.53 Training is self-replicating.

We learn by hearing Scripture and we teach as an outworking of God’s instruction in our lives.
But we teach having matured through this sacred process; to be precise, God teaches through us.
What Are Some Ways Scripture Expands on and Reapplies the Deuteronomy Pattern?
Solomon. Solomon views instruction as a path to wisdom, essentially skill for living.54 In so
doing, he applies the Torah in Exodus and Deuteronomy to new circumstances.55 One study
tracks a deliberate movement in instruction from passive to active learning.56 This feature of
instruction in Proverbs may be rooted in the Deuteronomy pattern, also passive to active, but
from another perspective, learner to teacher. The recipient-learner starts out in a passive rolereading, hearing, fearing, which turns to a more active role--worshipping, doing, even teaching.
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Ezra. Ezra illustrates priestly personal study.57 In preparation, he reads not for himself as directed
in Deuteronomy.58 The Ezra pattern of study, practice, and teach (Ezr 7:10), complements the
Deuteronomy pattern.59 With amazing consistency, the Ezra pattern of personal study implicitly
simulates the first five components under “search,” and then focuses on obey and teach.60 We
might expect that he heard the Torah by reading, learned, feared, and worshipped before he
taught the people statute and ordinance.61
Nehemiah 8 illustrates the Deuteronomy and Ezra patterns by displaying the entire
sequence.62 Ezra’s example in Nehemiah 8 calls us to read Scripture publicly. God’s people are
commanded to hear. Reading requires that Ezra and priestly assistants explain Scripture
carefully.63 Although not a conspicuous part of the Deuteronomy pattern, Ezra made clear the
reading through translation as well as application.64 One author has argued that reading Scripture
is exposition.65 We would be well to remind ourselves that spending a week preparing a sermon
but not even looking over a passage before we read it publicly sorely miscommunicates the
significance of Scripture. Would that we could recapture the Deuteronomy pattern that makes
reading Scripture tantamount to Scripture-deficient preaching.66 Finally, we must disciple with
Scripture continually as Ezra did with the leaders on the second day.67 Deuteronomy focuses on
what the people must do; Ezra illustrates the priest’s side of the process focusing on personal
study and growth as preparation for teaching. The following illustration correlates the two sides:
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Nehemiah 8 illustrates the Deuteronomy pattern of reading Scripture, both personal and
public.68 The actions commanded in the pattern are evident in term or concept.69
Jesus, our Lord and Savior. Jesus practices the Deuteronomy pattern when He enters the
synagogue and reads Scripture publicly (Lk 4). After He as God, fully capable of speaking
revelation, reads Isaiah 60, He sits down. There was no sermon as we know it, only a statement
regarding its application to Himself and His earthly mission.70 Jesus and Paul make it their
practice to travel from one synagogue to another where Scripture is read publicly. Jesus
explained that His teaching was based on Scripture and rooted in the Spirit’s ministry of
maturing them spiritually, the design of the Deuteronomy instruction pattern.71 He also made it
clear that all would be taught by God.72
Paul. When Paul says, “Devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture,” (1 Ti 4:13)
he reaffirms his commitment to the Deuteronomy pattern.73 To render Paul’s import clearly, most
translations provide the elliptical qualifiers, public and of Scripture.74 Paul’s simple description,
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“the reading” suggests that the familiar term required no qualification. Paul follows sequentially
with “to exhortation and teaching” demonstrating that these activities are based on the reading
and that Paul orders them following the Deuteronomy and Ezra patterns respectively.75 It is fair
to assume that Paul follows the reading with exhortation and teaching, for that is what Ezra did.76
In the pastoral epistles, Paul instructs leaders-in-training as did Ezra who met with a smaller
group of leaders on the second day after the reading.77 A rabbinical text beautifully captures the
heart of this practice: “Moses received the Law from Sinai and committed it to Joshua, and
Joshua to the elders, and the elders to the Prophets; and the Prophets committed it to the men of
the Great Synagogue. They said three things: ‘Be deliberate in judgment, raise up many disciples
[talmidim]; and make a fence around the Law (1:1).’”78 With apostolic authority, Paul
admonishes one trainee, “Entrust these things to faithful men who will be able to teach others
also” (2 Ti 2:2).79
What Can We Do to Realign Our Training with the Deuteronomy Pattern? God
is our Teacher, Scripture is our instruction, and reading is our method.80 Consider a few ways
that Deuteronomy invites us to reconsider training: give priority to expositional reading of
Scripture at all times and in all ministry forms; study every phase of the spiritual growthoriented sequence thoughtfully understanding it as it relates to other phases; give special
consideration to the phases in the middle of the sequence which are the repeated focus in
Deuteronomy; identify phases of this sequence in other passages of Scripture as they contribute
to the complete process and its implications; live out the reality that obedience and teaching
follow fearing God and worship.81 After listening for the voice of God in Scripture, the people
respond to Ezra’s reading, “Amen, Amen,” (it is true, it is true)” (Neh 8:6), and bow low in
adoration. This is doxology in fitting expression.
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ENDNOTES
1Calvin boldly asserted that the “simple and external demonstration of the divine word, ought, indeed, to be fully
sufficient for the production of faith.” John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion.

2Wolff describes the heart in functional terms. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the Old Testam
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(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974): 40-55. Kraus adds, that the term ‘heart’ is best understood in a general sense as
"the site of all thought, planning, reflection, explanation and ambition." H.~J. Kraus, Theology of the Psalms (trans.
Keith Crim; Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1986): 145 see esp. 145-6. Shupak underscores the role of
the heart in learning. N. Shupak, “Learning Methods in Ancient Israel,” VT 53 (2003): 418. Most critically, the
Scriptures tell us, “Apply your mind (lit. heart) to instruction” (Prv 2:2).
3Regarding the Deuteronomy teaching focus, Thompson says, “The work as a whole was evidently intended to give
Israel instruction and education in her faith and to press home to her the demands of her faith.” J. A. Thompson,
Deuteronomy; TOTC (Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity Press, 1974): 12. The Deuteronomy pattern, within its
broader context, may contribute to the expanding discussion regarding “promise to the patriarchs” and fulfillment.
See D. J. A. Clines, The Theme of the Pentateuch (JSOTSS 10; Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Press, 1978): 26. Clines
says, “My proposal is: The theme of the Pentateuch is the partial fulfillment—which implies also the partial nonfulfillment—of the promise to or blessing of the patriarchs. The promise or blessing is both the divine initiative in a
world where human initiatives always lead to disaster and a reaffirmation of the primal divine intentions for man.
The promise has three elements: posterity, divine-human relationship, and land. The posterityelement of the
promise is dominant in Genesis 12-50, the relationship-element in Exodus and Leviticus, and the land-element in
Numbers and Deuteronomy.” Ibid, 29.

4Fee says, “The ultimate aim of exegesis is the Spiritual one—to produce in our lives and the lives of others true
spirituality, in which God’s people live in faithful fellowship both with one another and with the living God, and
thus in keeping with God’s purposes in the world.” G. D. Fee, To What End Exegesis: Essays Textual, Exegetical,
and Theological (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001): 276.

5Although this study will focus on terms in the biblical text, it is recognized that concepts may exist where terms are
not explicitly stated.

6God is Teacher, but God cannot be instructed (Jb 21:22; Is 40:14).
7Here we recognize a form of double agency in which God is the teacher and human teachers are facilitators of His
instruction. The role of a facilitator in distance education crudely illustrates this sacred reality. God reveals; David
facilitates God’s lessons to God’s students. Successful teaching recognizes the role of the teacher as facilitator:
“Increasingly, teaching is understood, not as a matter of control and direction, but of help and facilitation. Teachers
are asked to be facilitators rather than controllers, helpers rather than directors.” A. W. Combs, A Personal
Approach to Teaching (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1982): 166. Augustine said, “Free curiosity has greater power to
stimulate learning than coercion.” Confessions 1xiv.23.

8Learning and sacrifice invite comparison. Shupak says, “The importance ascribed to listening in ancient Israel is
shown by the common saying that compares it to offering a sacrifice: ‘To draw near to listen is better than to offer
sacrifices like the fools . . .’ (Eccles. iv 17); ‘Behold, to listen (li¡møa’) is better than to sacrifice, and to hearken
9
(¡ëmoa’)than the fat of rams,’ says the prophet (1 Sam. xv 22).” Shupak, “Learning Methods,” 417.
Witmer’s study, based on the author’s doctoral dissertation, demonstrates convincingly that this theme is pervasive
in Scripture and has clear eschatological implications heralded in Is 54:13 and Jer 31:34. Jesus is the teacher from
above [cf. John 3:1-15]; Jesus is the teacher par excellence; Jesus’ teaching (properly understood) is Revelation;
Jesus teaching is direct communication from God; and in the fourth Gospel, Revelation is distinctively described
with didactic terminology. S. E. Witmer, Divine Instruction in Early Christianity (WUNT 2/246; Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2008): 65. See also a Review of S. E. Witmer, Divine Instruction in Early Christianity by P. Ferrara in
JETS 52/3 (2009): 373-74.
Note the passive voice brings out the agency distinction. It is as if Paul says, “You may have thought that I
taught you. It was God! I was privileged to transmit God’s instruction to you as His agent.” Although beyond the
scope of this study, the Father, Jesus (Jn 3:1-15; 13:3-14), and the Holy Spirit (Jn 14:26) all teach. A study exploring
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agency is J. M. G. Barclay, S. Gathercole (eds) Divine and Human Agency in Paul and His Cultural Environment
(LNTS 335; London: T&T Clark, 2007).
11
G. von Rad, “Deuteronomy” in IDB: 831. “Has any people heard the voice of God speaking from the midst
of the fire, as you have heard it, and survived?” (Dt 4:33); “Out of the heavens he let you hear his voice to discipline
you” (Dt 4:36); “But as for thee, stand thou here by me, and I will speak unto thee all the commandments, and the
statutes, and the judgments, which thou shalt teach them, that they may do them in the land which I give them to
possess it” (Dt 5:31).
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The distinguishable pattern--assemble the people, hear, learn, fear, worship, obey, and teach--is found in,
but not limited to, the following Deuteronomy passages: 4:10 assemble, hear, learn to fear Me, teach their children;
5:1 hear, learn, observe; 5:29 and 6:13 fear, worship, swear by His name; 13:11 hear, be afraid, never again do;
14:23 learn to fear; 17:13 hear, be afraid, not act presumptuously; 17:19 read, learn to fear, do; 18:9 not learn to do;
19:20 hear, be afraid, never again do; 21:21 hear, fear; 30:17 not hear, be drawn away, worship other gods, serve;
31:12 assemble the people, hear, learn, fear, be careful to observe; 31:13 hear, learn to fear. One variation in Dt
12:28 is observe and hear. Over 48 passages in Deuteronomy contain tow or more of these activities. The frequency
and sequence pattern are unusual for a biblical book.
The verbs appear as a complete list at first (4:10) and then again near the book’s end (31:12-13) in order of
performance, and are repeated in a number of contexts in which they are consistently ordered logically. They are
often connected (e.g., hear and fear) and are not broken in sequence.
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A list is a logical discourse pattern, the constituent parts of which are sometimes linked by asyndeton,
subordinate clausal constructions, or simple conjunctions. It follows contextual logic, operating from reasoning of
the author presented as a working sequential pattern in Deuteronomy.
15
Although beyond the scope of this study, the Deuteronomy pattern of growth process is performative in
nature, that is, God commands it and it must be conducted as stated, particularly in relation to treaty oath ceremony.
Procedural lists often have performative character, particularly when speech is involved. The list anticipates a
sequential response in practice. It is, in effect, a ritual or sacred ceremony. For a discussion of performative function
in Semitic literature, see S. L. Sanders, “Performative Utterances and Divine Language in Ugaritic,” JNES 63:3
(July 2004): 161-81.

16

The title, Deuteronomy reminds us that it is a deuteros nomos, loosely, a second application or copy of the
law” (Dt. 17:18). As an example, the law of the Hebrew slave in Exodus suited to the first application after the
Exodus (Ex 21:2-6) is elaborated and reapplied to life in the promised land (Dt 15:12-18). The Book of Proverbs is a
further application within a wisdom framework. For example, the Exodus command “You shall not commit
adultery” (Ex 20:14) is reapplied as counsel to stay way from the strange woman (Prv 5:13).
17
True also in the church: “A man cannot become a believer in solitude. He can become one only through
fellowship with those who speak the word of faith to him . . . . For the word is the message of the Christ who calls
him into the church.” cited by R. P. Martin, The Family and the Fellowship: New Testament Images of the Church
(Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1997 reprint of 1979): 126, n.4.
18
“Assemble the people to Me” (Dt 4:10). The nominal form of the verb ‘gather’ is ‘congregation.’ It also is
attested in Deuteronomy (Dt 5:22; 9:10; 10:4; 18:16; 23:1, 2, 3, 8; 31:30).
19
“Assemble the people, the men and the women and children and the alien who is in your town, so that they
may hear and learn and fear the LORD your God, and be careful to observe all the words of this law” (Dt 31:12).
20
Stated recipients included “the assembly of men, women, and all those who could listen with
understanding” (Neh 8:2, 3). Peterson says, “The word ekklŸsia, which means ‘congregation’, ‘gathering’ or
‘assembly’, was sometimes used in the Greek version of the Old Testament to denote the Israelites, assembled to
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meet the Lord (e.g. Deut. 4:10; 9:10; 18:16; 31:30; Jdg. 20:2).” D. Peterson, Engaging with God: A Biblical
Theology of Worship (Downers Grove: Apollos, 1992): 259, n. 46.
21
Also hearing from the perspective of the prophetic word. “Hear the word of the Lord, you who tremble at
His word” (Is 66:5). Also, “’Behold, days are coming,’ declares the Lord God, ‘when I will send a famine on the
land, not a famine for bread or a thirst for water, but rather for hearing the words of the Lord” (Am 8:11). Jesus
made reference to this passage when he said, “it is written, ‘man shall not live by bread alone’” (Lk 4:4).
Subsequently, “the people pressed upon him to hear the word of God” (Lk 5:1). Similar ways of expressing this
same concept include receiving the word of God (Acts 8:14; 11:1).
22
T. E. McComiskey, Reading Scripture in Public: A Guide for Preachers and Lay Leaders (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1991): 9. Old says, “The worshipping assembly is called together at the foot of Mount Sinai to hear the Word
of God. It is the ministry of Moses to bring this Word to the people. The Word is simply read to the people. . . . it is
the reading of Scripture with which we have to do. Moses reads the book of the covenant before the assembly of the
people of Israel as an act of solemn worship.” H. O. Old, The Reading and Preaching of the Scriptures in the
Worship of the Church Vol I, The Biblical Period (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998): 23-4.
Ibid., 22. The author says, “ How could one make more clear that the reading of God’s Word was an
essential constituent of the worship of Israel from its very beginning?” Ibid., 23. Of R. C. Chapman it was said, “To
hear Mr. Chapman only read a Psalm is as good as a sermon.” R. L. Peterson and A. Strauch, Agape Leadership:
Lessons in Spiritual Leadership for the Life of R. C. Chapman (Littleton, CO: Lewis and Roth Publishers, 1991): 15.
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24

Passages in which reading Scripture is emphasized include: Ex 24:7; Dt 31:11; Jo 8:34-5; Neh 8:1-8; 9:3;
13:1; 1 Ti 4:13. The public reading of written documents was standard practice in Israel’s world. “Oral proclamation
and written recording frequently went hand in hand in the ancient Near East and, even if the biblical texts don’t spell
out the process on every occasion, or the epigraphic sources supply extensive examples, we should accept the same
correlation as part of the everyday life in ancient Israel.” Alan Millard, “Oral Proclamation and Written Record:
Spreading and Preserving Information in Ancient Israel,” in (eds) Y. Avishur and R. Deutsch, Michael: Historical,
Epigraphical and Biblical Studies in Honor of Prof. Michael Heltzer (Tel Aviv-Jaffa: Archaeological Center
Publications, 1999): 241. The author also makes the argument that, as the Greek language supported the spread of
the Gospel and the printing press, the personal use of Scripture, the alphabet providentially entered Israel’s world as
a way to facilitate the reading of Scripture: “Many signs of divine overruling accompanied the entry of Israel into
Canaan; the development of the alphabet was not the least of them.” Alan Millard, "Mass Communication and
Scriptural Proclamation: The First Step," The Evangelical Quarterly 50 (Apr.-June 1978): 70.
25
In effect, an oath ceremony: “Then he took the book of the covenant, and read it in the hearing of the
people; and they said, ‘All that the Lord has spoken we will do, and we will be obedient’” (Ex 24:7).
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This affirmation was more than tacit approval. It was contractual and anticipated ongoing examination for
faithfulness. “In order that there should be no dispute about the stipulations the people had accepted, Moses
recorded them on a scroll, but it was only after the people had accepted them that he did so, and then read the words
to the people, ensuring that he had recorded them correctly. That book should later play a decisive role as a witness
in determining whether or not Israel has remained faithful to the agreement. The book could travel with the people.”
Alan Millard, “The Tablets in the Ark,” in (eds) J. G. McConville and K. Möller, Reading the Law: Studies in
Honour of Gordon J. Wenham (New York/London: T&T Clark, 2007): 256. The author adds, “The written text of a
treaty was the indisputable record of the agreement and a witness that could be consulted in the case of disloyalty,
real or alleged.” Ibid., 263. And then finally, “The deposit of the stone tablets in the Ark, which was then placed in
the holiest part of the Tabernacle, is exactly like the deposit of ancient treaty texts in the presence of the gods.” Ibid.,
265.
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“When all Israel comes to appear before the LORD your God at the place which He will choose, you shall
read this law in front of all Israel in their hearing” (Dt 31:11).
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Regarding priest and king: “"It shall be with him and he shall read it all the days of his life, that he may
learn to fear the LORD his God, by carefully observing all the words of this law and these statutes” (Dt 17:19).
29
Although a variety was in use as early as Exodus, we cannot always determine what writing material was
used. “The practice of writing itself is taken for granted in these Hebrew texts, from the order to Moses to keep an
account of the victory over Amelek in a seper ‘written document, book’ (Exodus 17: 14), to the book in which God
listed the names of the righteous (Exodus 32: 32 etc.). The nature of these books is not explained, they could be
envisaged as rolls or waxed tablets. The Law was given in a different manner, ‘in the writing of God’ engraved (˙rt)
on lû˙ôt ‘eben ‘stone tablets’ (Exodus 32: 16 etc.).” Alan Millard, “Books in the Late Bronze Age in the Levant,” in
(eds) S. Isre’el, I. Singer, and R. Zadok, Past Links: Studies in the Languages and Cultures of the Ancient Near East
(Israel Oriental Studies XVIII; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1998): 177. Regarding the tablets, “Stone flakes with
the commandments scratched on them in archaic Hebrew or some Canaanite language, in an early alphabetic script,
appear to be what we should imagine Moses carrying. At whatever date the narratives of Exodus and Deuteronomy
came into existence, their contents may well reflect actual circumstances and activities of the Late Bronze Age.”
Alan Millard, “Re-Creating the Tablets of the Law.” Bible Review 10 (February 1994): 53.
30
Ezra taught God’s people, but only after he responded first by studying and living God’s law (Ezr 7:10).
This raises a question about who could read. Although the scope and nature of literacy during Israel’s Iron age is
beyond the scope of this study, the complexity of literacy training in the ancient world remains open for question.
Alan Millard argues for widespread literacy. Alan Millard, “The Knowledge of Writing in Iron Age Palestine,” TB
46 (1995): 207-17. C. A. Rollston restricts literacy to a highly educated and elite class. C. A. Rollston, Writing and
Literacy in the World of Ancient Israel: Epigraphic Evidence from the Iron Age (ABS 11; Atlanta: SBL, 2010):
xvxvi.
31
Martin explains, “This task of the public reading of the Scriptures is then quite distinct from the private
study counseled in 2 Timothy iii, 15-17. But what is said in the latter place about the nature and purpose of the
Scripture makes the matter of the public reading of it one of supreme importance. Because the Scripture is ‘given
by inspiration of God’ and consequently ‘profitable for instruction, for reproof, for correction, and for training in
uprightness, and above all, ‘able to make’ the hearer ‘wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus’,
the place which it holds in the ordering of divine service must always be central and determinative.” R. P. Martin,
Worship in the Early Church (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964): 68-9.
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32
Regarding the desire to hear see also T. L. Donaldson, “Guiding Readers—Making Disciples:
Discipleship in Matthew’s Narrative Strategy,” in Patterns of Discipleship in the New Testament (ed) R. N.
Longenecker (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996): 30-49.
33
34

See discussion above.
For a detailed discussion, see Alan Millard, Reading and Writing in the Time of Jesus (The Biblical
Seminar 69; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000): 157-8.
35
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